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Abstract

et al., 1988), the only variable of direct interest may be
whether the patient needs immediate attention of the
hospital staff. In a smart home setting (Pentney et al.,
2006), the variable of interest may be whether a certain room is likely to be occupied in the near future: to
save energy, the smart home would turn the air conditioning off in rooms that are not likely to be occupied
soon. However, an implicit assumption of the standard belief propagation (Pearl, 1988) variants, such as
residual belief propagation (RBP) (Elidan et al., 2006)
or residual splash BP (Gonzalez et al., 2009) is that
every variable marginal is equally important. Therefore, a lot of computation is often wasted on refining
beliefs over parts of the model that have very little
effect on the query.

With the increasing popularity of largescale probabilistic graphical models, even
“lightweight” approximate inference methods
are becoming infeasible. Fortunately, often
large parts of the model are of no immediate
interest to the end user. Given the variable
that the user actually cares about, we show
how to quantify edge importance in graphical
models and to significantly speed up inference by focusing computation on important
parts of the model. Our algorithm empirically demonstrates convergence speedup by
multiple times over state of the art.

1

In this paper, we introduce a novel principled notion of
importance of PGM edges to the query marginal. Unlike existing edge sensitivity estimates (Kjaerulff, 1993,
Choi and Darwiche, 2008), our edge importance values can be computed efficiently. Based on our notion of
edge importance, we propose an extension of RBP that
focuses computation on the areas of the model that
are likely to affect the inference result over the query
the most. Moreover, computing edge importance can
be done on-demand, eliminating the need to precompute importance values for all the edges in advance and
preserving the anytime nature of BP. We show empirically on real-life large-scale graphical models that our
algorithm, query-specific belief propagation (QSBP),
converges several times faster than RBP.

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) have shown
much success in modeling complex systems, from protein folding to sensor networks (Yanover and Weiss,
2002, Deshpande et al., 2004). Increasingly, applications require the use of large-scale graphical models.
For example, a model of a relatively small academic
department can have millions of factors (Richardson
and Domingos, 2006). With such models, even relatively fast approximate inference techniques take many
hours to finish. We argue that there exists a significant inference opportunity that remains unexploited
by existing algorithms: often, very few variables of the
PGM are actually of interest to the end user. In this
paper, we show how exploiting information on which
variables actually matter to the end user can dramatically speed up the inference.

2

BACKGROUND

We briefly review a particular formalism of probabilistic graphical models, namely factor graphs (for details,
see Koller and Friedman, 2009), and loopy belief propagation, an approximate inference algorithm.

In many real-life PGMs the majority of unknown variables serve only for modeling convenience, but do not
directly affect the end user decisions. For example, in
an automated system for patient monitoring (Beinlich

Probabilistic graphical models represent factorized probability distributions, where the distribution
P (X ) over a large set of random variables X is decomposed into a product of low-dimensional functions:
1 Y
P (X ) =
fα (Xα ),
(1)
Z
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where1 every Xα ⊆ X is a subset of X (typically,
|Xα |  |X |), fα ≥ 0 are factors and Z is the normalization constant. A probabilistic graphical model
is a combination of the factorized distribution (1) and
graphical structure induced by the factors fα . Several alternative PGM formulations exist, depending
on the type of graphs being used. Here, we use factor graphs: given the factorized distribution (1),
the corresponding factor graph is a bipartite graph
({X , F}, E) with one node for every factor fα ∈ F and
every random variable Xi ∈ X , and an undirected edge
(α−i) for every pair of fα and Xi such that Xi ∈ Xα
(see Fig. 1(a) for an example).
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Figure 1: An example factor graph (1(a)); A simple path
π = (β1 −i1 −. . .−βk −q) (solid black) in a factor graph.
Thick edges indicate messages that become functions of
mβ1−i1 after the corresponding number of LBP updates.

Here, we are concerned with speeding up the convergence of LBP, so our goal is to recover P̃ (Q) at a fixed
point of LBP, instead of the true query marginal P (Q).
Residual belief propagation (RBP). In the standard LBP, on every time step all the messages are recomputed and updated per the equation (2). However,
many messages may change very little between the two
time steps, and updating them often wastes computation. To improve efficiency, residual BP (Elidan et al.,
2006) updates only one message per time step, namely
the one that would have changed the most under LBP
updates. More concretely, RBP maintains two mes(t)
sages for every edge, a current LBP message mα−j and
a new LBP message

Loopy belief propagation (LBP), first proposed
by Pearl (1988), is an algorithm for approximate inference in factor graphs, which has been very successful
in practice (McEliece et al., 1998, Yedidia et al., 2003).
Let Γα be the set of neighbors of node α in a factor
graph. LBP is an iterative algorithm that repeatedly
updates the messages mα−i from factors fα to their
respective variables Xi until convergence, as follows:
(t+1)

β

δ

j

r

(a) An example factor graph

The central problem of this paper is, given the factor
graph G and query variables Q to find the marginal
distribution P (Q). Unfortunately, this problem of
probabilistic inference is known to be #P-complete
in the exact case and NP-hard in the approximate
case (Roth, 1996). Thus, we will address the problem of improving the convergence speed of belief propagation (Pearl, 1988), an approximate inference algorithm.

mα−i (xi ) ∝

γ

j

(2)
(t)

m
b α−i (xi ) ∝

X

fα (xα )

xα \xi

where P̃ (·) are the estimates of single-variable
marginals defined as
Y
P̃ (Xi = xi ) ∝
mα−i (xi ).
(3)

Y

P̃(t) (xj )

j∈Γα \i

mα−j (xj )

(t)

.

(4)

The difference between the old and new messages is
called the residual rα−i :
(t)

α∈Γi

(t)

rα−i ≡ km
b α−i − mα−i k

LBP is guaranteed to converge to exact variable
marginals on graphs without cycles, but there are few
guarantees for general factor graphs. Nevertheless,
LBP beliefs are often successfully used instead of true
marginals in applications (Yanover and Weiss, 2002).

(5)

for some choice of norm. On time step t + 1, RBP
updates only one message, the one with the largest
(t+1)
(t)
residual. That is, it sets mα−i = m
b α−i for one edge,
(t+1)

(t)

α − i = arg maxα−i rα−i and keeps mβ−j = mβ−j for
all the other edges. After updating mα−i , the new
messages m
b β−j only have to be recomputed if β−i ∈ E.
RBP thus avoids recomputing messages that change
little, and significantly decreases the convergence time.

Instead of directly computing an approximation to the
query marginal P (Q), loopy BP computes a set of
single-variable marginals P̃ (Xq ) . The query marginal
Q
is then approximated as P̃ (Q) ≡
Xq ∈Q P̃ (Xq ) .

3

1
Notation: we will denote individual variables with regular font capital letters and index using Latin subscripts
(Xi , Xj , . . . ), sets of variables with bold font capital letters and index using Greek subscripts (Xα , Xβ , . . . ) and
denote the individual assignments with lower case letters
(Xi = xi , Xα = xα ).

MEASURING IMPORTANCE OF
MESSAGE TO THE QUERY

Consider again the factor graph in Fig. 1(a). Assume
variable Xi is the query and on time step t message
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We adopt log-dynamic range as the message norm:

residuals are such that rδ−s > rγ−j . What message
should we update next? mδ−s has a larger residual,
but updating it will only change the belief over the irrelevant variable Xs and will not affect any other messages. Updating mγ−j , on the other hand, would entail
(t)
recomputing m
b α−i and may change the query belief on
the next step. Thus, one should choose updating mγ−j
over mδ−s . However, the standard BP algorithms have
no notion of the query Q and are unable to prioritize
message updates by their importance to the convergence of P̃ (Q) : RBP will update the irrelevant mδ−s .
To remedy this drawback of RBP, in this section we
introduce a principled notion of message importance
to the query and show how to compute these importance values efficiently. For simplicity, we will assume
that there is only one query variable Q = {Xq }, but
our results generalize to multi-variable queries.

kmα−j k ≡ log

sup
m
~

π

k−1
Y ∂mβm+1−im+1
∂Fπ
=
.
∂mβ1−i1
∂mβm−im
m=1

sup

→
−
m=1 m −π

∂mβm+1−im+1
.
∂mβm−im

fα (xi , xα\i )fα (x0i , xα\i )
1
log
0
4
fα (x0i , xα\i )fα (xi , xα\i )

!
. (9)

−
One can see that, if we keep the messages →
m −π constant and change mβ1−i1 by ∆, the message mβk−q
will eventually change by at most ∆ · sensitivity(π).
In loopy models, however, there are typically many
simple paths starting with β1 → i1 and ending in q.
−
Therefore, the effect of changing →
m −π on the P̃ (Xq )
will be eventually transferred along many paths. It
is possible in principle to bound the total effect of
change propagation along all the paths in the graph G
in polynomial time, for example adapting BP convergence analysis of Mooij and Kappen (2007). However,
their approach relies on either inversion or eigenvalue
computation over an |E| × |E| matrix, which typically
is more expensive than running BP on the full model.
Such a bound would thus be useless for fast queryspecific inference. Instead, we choose the sensitivity of
the single strongest directed path from an edge (α → i)
to the query q to be the importance value of that edge:
Definition 2. Given the query variable Xq , the maximum sensitivity importance value of an edge
(α−i) is defined to be Aα−i ≡ maxπ∈Π sensitivity(π),
where Π is the set of all directed simple paths that
start with α → i and have q as an endpoint.
3.1

COMPUTING EDGE IMPORTANCE

Even though we do not try to assess the cumulative
influence of all the paths from α−i to q, Def. 2 still contains a maximization over all those paths. However,
next we will show that the edge importance values of
Def. 2 can still be computed efficiently. The main idea
enabling the efficient computation is the same as in
best-first search. Observe that first, the sensitivity
strength of any path π decomposes over the edges of
π (see Eq. 7), and second, from (9) it follows that

(6)

supm
~

Definition 1. The sensitivity strength of a directed simple path π = (β1 → i1 → . . . → q) is
k−1
Y

=

max tanh

xi 6=x0i ,xj 6=x0j

−
Maximizing (6) over all →
m −π , we bound from above
the influence of mβk−q on mβ1−i1 via π. For tractability,
we upper bound the factors of the product separately:

sensitivity(π) =

∂mα−i
∂mβ−j

0

Consider a directed simple path π = (β1 →i1 →. . .→
βk →q) from factor β1 to the query variable q in the
full factor graph G = ({X , F}, E). Fix the messages
→
−
m −π corresponding to all the edges not in π. Let us
repeatedly apply LBP updates (2) to the messages corresponding to the edges in π. Then one can see that
mβ2−i2 is a function of mβ1−i1 , mβ3−i3 is a function of
mβ2−i2 and so on. After k − 1 LBP updates, mβk−q
becomes a function of mβ1−i1 (see Fig. 1). Denote this
−
function mβk−q = Fπ (mβ1−i1 , →
m −π ). The sensitivity of
mβk−q to changes in mβ1−i1 due to dependencies along
path π is thus determined by the derivative
≡

(8)

As Mooij and Kappen (2007) showed, for the norm (8)
the suprema in (7) can be computed in closed form:

One can see from the LBP updates (2) that a change in
message mα−i propagates through the graph with consecutive LBP iterations: after one update, only the immediate neighbors of Xi are affected, then their respective neighbors and so on. For example, in Fig. 1(a),
a change in message mδ−r after one LBP update will
affect mγ−k and mγ−j , after the next update – mα−i ,
mβ−i , mδ−r and mδ−s and so on. Notice that the change
in mδ−r will impact the beliefs P̃ (Xi ) via different
paths, namely δ−r−γ−k−β−i and δ−r−γ−j−α−i. Let
us first quantify the importance of every such single
path to the query belief P̃ (Xq ) .

∂mβk−q
∂mβ1−i1

maxxj mα−j (xj )
,
minxj mα−j (xj )

∂mα−i
∂mβ−j

∈ [0, 1), so for any path π 0 that is a sub-

path of π it holds that sensitivity(π) < sensitivity(π 0 ).
These two properties are analogous to those of a path
length on a graph: path length decomposes into a
sum of component edge lengths and increases as the
path grows. Thus, similarly to a best-first search algorithm, which expands graph edges in the order of their

(7)
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on lines 6-9 exactly once, and edge expansion entails
updating priorities of at most df dv other edges.

Algorithm 1: Edge importance computation
Input: Factor graph ({X , F}, E), query q ∈ X .
1 Q is priority queue
2 foreach (α−i) ∈ E do
3
if i = q then Pα−i ← 1 else Pα−i ← 0
4
add (α−i) to Q w/priority Pα−i
5
6
7
8
9
10

while Q =
6 ∅ do
denote (β −j) to be the top of Q
foreach (γ −k) ∈
 Q s.t. (β −k) ∈ E do
Pγ−k ← max Pγ−k , Pβ−j · supm
~

∂mβ−j
∂mγ−k

4

QUERY-SPECIFIC RESIDUAL BP

As Elidan et al. (2006) showed, BP convergence speed
is significantly increased if the message updates are
prioritized by message residual. They show that under some condition the distance between the current
message mα−i and the BP fixed point m∗α−i is bounded
from above by a monotonic function of the residual
rα−i . Their algorithm, residual BP, can thus be viewed
as greedily minimizing km−
~ m
~ 0 k∞ . RBP thus attempts
to achieve uniformly small residuals over all the edges.



A0β−j ← Pβ−j , remove (β −j) from Q
~ 0 - importance values for all the edges
return A

In a query-specific setting, however, every edge is only
important to the degree that it influences the query
belief P̃ (Xq ) . As we have shown in the previous section, this importance can be quantified as maximum
sensitivity edge weights Aα−i . It is therefore natural to
replace the L∞ norm in RBP with weighted L∞ norm:

shortest-path distance from the starting point, we can
construct an edge importance computation algorithm
(Alg. 1) that expands edges in the order of decreasing
importance and as a by-product computes the exact
importance values for every expanded edge.
Proposition 3. Alg. 1 computes the exact maximum
sensitivity importance values of Def. 2 for every edge
α−i, that is on line 9 of Alg. 1 A0β−j = Aβ−j .

km
~ −m
~ 0 k ≡ max Aα−i kmα−i − m0α−i k.
α−i∈E

(10)

The resulting algorithm, query-specific BP (QSBP,
Alg. 2) prioritizes message updates in the order of their
estimated impact on the query marginal. Observe that
the changes from RBP, highlighted in the algorithm
text, are minimal, and it is easy to modify an existing
implementation of RBP to make it query-specific.

Proof sketch: By construction of edge priorities, at
any time during execution of Alg. 1 for every edge α−i
there exists a path π = (α → i → · · · → q) such that
Pα−i = sensitivity(π). Thus, the only possible failure
mode of Alg. 1 is to get A0α−i < Aα−i . The proof that
such a failure is also impossible is by contradiction.

To illustrate how QSBP focuses the computation on
the query, we show in Fig. 2 how message update
counts are distributed for the two algorithms after the
same running time on an image segmentation problem.
The model in question takes an four-color image corrupted with Gaussian noise (top right corned of Fig. 2)
and tries to recover the clean image in the top-left
corner by penalizing disagreement between the neighboring pixels. One can see that QSBP concentrated
message updates near the query and along the nearby
color change boundary (the hardest part of the model),
while RBP updates are distributed almost uniformly.

Denote E 0 the set of edges for which Alg. 1 returns
A0α−i < Aα−i . Let α − i be the edge from E 0 with the
largest true importance Aα−i . Consider the moment
when α−i reaches the top of the priority queue Q and is
expanded on line 6. The resulting importance weights
A0β−j for all β − j still in Q can be no greater than
∂m

β−j
A0α−i because supm
~
∂mγ−k < 1 and currently Pγ−k ≤
Pα−i ∀Pβ−j ∈ Q. Therefore, all edges β−j with Aβ−j ≥
Aα−i have already been expanded by Alg. 1. Denote
π ∗ = (α → i → β → j · · · → q) to be the largest
sensitivity path from α−i to q. Because sensitivity(β →
j · · · → q) > sensitivity(π ∗ ), it follows that Aβ−j >
Aα−i and thus the edge β−j has already been expanded
by Alg. 1 with Pβ−j = Aβ−j . Therefore, the correct
value Pα−i = Aα−i should have been set on line 8 of
Alg. 1 during the expansion of β−j, a contradiction.

5

ANYTIME QSBP

One attractive property of the standard belief propagation algorithms is the fact that they are almost
anytime: after message initialization (O(|E|) for LBP
or O(|E| log |E|) for RBP), one can stop the algorithm at any point and read off the current estimate
of the query belief according to (3). In contrast,
QSBP has a relatively large startup cost: the initialization stage involves calling Alg. 1 with complexity
O(df dv |E| log |E|). In this section, we show how to

Proposition 4. Suppose every factor of the factor
graph ({X , F}, E) contains at most df variables and
every variable participates in at most dv factors. Then
the complexity of Alg. 1 is O(df dv |E| log |E|).
Proof sketch: Priority queue Q has size |E|, so every update costs O(log |E|). Every edge is expanded
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Algorithm 2: Query-specific belief propagation.
Red underlined font denotes differences from RBP.
Input: Factor graph G = ({X , F}, E), query q ∈ X .
~ ← Alg.1(G, q) (find edge importance values)
1 A
2 foreach (α−i) ∈ E initialize the message mα−i
3 foreach (α−i) ∈ E compute m
b α−i , rα−i using (4,5)
4 while not converged do


(α−i) ← arg maxα−i rα−i ×Aα−i

5

mα−i ← m
b α−i
foreach β ∈ F, j ∈ X s.t. (β −j), (β −i) ∈ E do
recompute m
b β−j and rβ−j using Eq. 4, 5

6
7
8
9

Figure 2: QSBP vs RBP on an image segmentation problem. From top-left corner, clockwise: clean image, noisy
image, update counts for QSBP, update counts for RBP.
Center of the red circle is the query. Darker shade means
larger update frequency. White means no updates

return P̃ (Xq ) using Eq. 3

avoid expensive initialization, and thus make QSBP
anytime, by interleaving edge weighting and inference.
5.1

Algorithm 3: Query-specific submodel selection
Input: Factor graph G = ({X , F}, E), query q ∈ X ,
size k.
00
1 E ← the first k edges expanded by Alg. 1(G, q)
0
0
00
2 X , F ← variable and factor endpoints of E
0
0
0
3 E = {(α−i) | α ∈ F , i ∈ X , (α−i) ∈ E}
0
0
0
4 return ({X , F }, E )

SUBMODEL SELECTION

As a building block for our approach, we adopt a
straightforward method of reducing inference complexity: instead of the full model G = ({X , F}, E), use a
submodel G0 = ({X 0 , F 0 }, E 0 ) such that X 0 ⊆ X ,F 0 ⊆
F,E 0 ⊆ E. As a rule, the submodel G0 is selected by
breadth-first search (BFS) starting from the query
variable and expanding up to a fixed radius (e.g.,
Pentney et al., 2006). However, BFS does not take
into account the values of factors and the strength of
influence of different edges.

Algorithm 4: Anytime QSBP (AQSBP)
Input: Factor graph G = ({X , F}, E), query q ∈ X
1 for k = 1 to dlog2 |E|e do
2
G(k) ← Alg. 3(G, q, 2k )
3
QSBP(G(k),q) with (17) as convergence cond.
4

Edge importance-based submodel selection.
We propose an informed heuristic for submodel selection (Alg. 3) based on edge importance values of Def. 2:
take the first k edges expanded by Alg. 1 and select
the factors and variables of the submodel to be the
endpoints of those expanded edges. Because Alg. 1
expands the edges in the order of decreasing importance, the resulting model is guaranteed to contain
the k most important edges of G :

when stopped by the user, return current P̃ (Xq )

have smaller importance if some component of π is
absent from G0 . Fortunately, Alg. 3 is guaranteed to
preserve the importance of the k most important edges
in the submodel G0 that it selects:
Proposition 6. Let G0 = ({X 0 , F 0 }, E 0 ) be the submodel selected by Alg. 3(({X , F}, E), q, k). Let also
(α − i) be one of the k first edges to be expanded by
Alg. 1. Denote A0α−i to be the importance of (α−i) in
G0 according to Def. 2. Then A0α−i = Aα−i .

Proposition 5. If ({X 0 , F 0 }, E 0 )=Alg.3(G, q, k), then
E 0 contains the k edges from E with the highest Aα−i .
Proof sketch: As discussed in the proof sketch of
Prop. 3, at the moment when edge (α−i) reaches the
top of the priority queue Q in Alg. 1, we can guarantee
for every (β − i) ∈ Q that Aα−i ≥ Aβ−i . Thus Alg. 1
expands model edges in the order of decreasing Aα−i .
The proposition statement immediately follows.

Proof sketch: Let π = (α → i → β1 → i1 → q) be the
maximum sensitivity path for (α−i) : sensitivity(π) =
Aα−i . Because supm
~
0

∂mβ−j
∂mγ−k

< 1, for every sub-

path π = (βm → im → · · · → q) we have that
sensitivity(π 0 ) > sensitivity(π). Thus Aβm−im > Aα−i
for every (βm −im ) ∈ π. From Prop. 5 it follows that
every (βm − im ) ∈ π will be also added to G0 and
A0α−i ≥ Aα−i . Observing that edge importance cannot increase in the submodel concludes the proof.

Edge importance invariance. Because edge importance in a model G depends on the existence of a
high-sensitivity path π from that edge to the query, it
is possible that in a submodel G0 the same edge would
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5.2

ANYTIME INFERENCE

components, namely the difference between the two
fixed points (called approximation error εapprox ):

In practice, relatively small submodels selected by
Alg. 3 or breadth-first search often provide a good approximation of the query distribution P̃ (Xq ) defined
by the full model (Pentney et al., 2006). However, in
Sec. 7 we demonstrate that for some real-life graphical models even large submodels give query marginals
P̃ (Xq ) that are drastically different from those of the
full model. It is thus undesirable in practice to restrict
inference to a fixed submodel size: given enough time,
all of the full model should be taken into account.

b (k) (Xq ) − P
b (Xq ) k,
εapprox ≡ kP

and the difference between the belief P̃ (Xq ) and the
fixed point of the G(k) (called inference error εinfer ):
b (k) (Xq ) k.
εinfer ≡ kP̃ (Xq ) − P
(13)
By triangle inequality, we have
ε ≤ εapprox + εinfer .

Instead of using an arbitrary residual threshold as a
convergence criterion for G0 , we use the following idea:
suppose we had known the importance values Aα−i of
all the edges (α − i) ∈ E in advance. Then we want
to run QSBP on a submodel G0 only so long as QSBP
on the full model G would update the edges of G0 . The
moment QSBP(G) would update an edge from E \ E 0 ,
we want to switch from G0 to a larger submodel.

Proposition 7. Let Gm to be the submodel selected by
Alg. 3(G, q, m). Suppose the time T (G0 ) for QSBP to
converge on G0 is s.t. for every G0 ⊆ G00 ⊆ G it holds
that T (G0 ) ≤ T (G00 ). Then after time dlog2 meT (Gm )
Alg. 4 will start inference on a model G0 ⊇ Gm .

Importantly, we do not need to actually compute Aα−i
for all the edges (α−i) ∈ E to guarantee that the edges
from E \ E 0 would not be touched by QSBP yet at a
certain point in time. To make such a guarantee, we
rely on two observations. First, because Alg. 1 expands
edges in the order of decreasing importance (Prop. 5),
for any edge β −j it holds that

Proof sketch: Alg. 4 grows the submodels G0 by a
factor of 2 between iterations, so it needs log2 m iterations to obtain G0 ⊇ Gm . If the convergence times are
nondecreasing with model size, every submodel smaller
than Gm will take at most T (Gm ) to converge. 

Aβ−j ≤

One can see that Alg. 4 has constant initialization complexity and thus yields an anytime version of QSBP.
Prop. 7 means that we can replace QSBP with its anytime version and incur at most a log(|E|)-factor penalty
in runtime (under mild assumptions on the model G).

min Aα−i ,

(15)

(α−i)∈E 00

where E 00 is the set of edges obtained on line 1 of Alg. 3
during construction of submodel G0 . Second, as Mooij
and Kappen (2007) showed, for every edge (α−i) ∈ E
it holds that rα−i ≤ kfα k. Therefore, for every edge
β −j ∈ E \ E 0 it holds that
rβ−j · Aβ−j ≤ max kfγ k ·

SUBMODEL CONVERGENCE
CRITERION

fγ ∈F

min

(γ−k)∈E 00

Aγ−k .

(16)

Observe that the maximum over all factors can be
taken in O(|F|) time, which is no more then LBP initialization cost. As a result, we set the convergence
condition for G0 to be

Consider the error ε of the current belief P̃ (Xq ) of
Alg. 4 with respect to the fixed point of belief propab (Xq ) :
gation on the full model ({X , F}, E), denoted P
b (Xq ) k.
ε ≡ kP̃ (Xq ) − P

(14)

Observe that εapprox is changed only when Alg. 4
switches to a larger model on line 2. On the other
hand, εinfer only changes during inference on line 3.
Therefore, to get good performance in practice, we
need to trade off computation time spent by Alg. 4
between reducing the two sources of error. This tradeoff is controlled by convergence criteria for submodels
G(k) . Tight convergence criteria would entail spending more effort on reducing εinfer between attempts
to change εapprox , and vice versa for loose criteria.

We want to combine the “best guess” behavior of small
submodels early on in the inference process with computing the result corresponding to the full model if
given enough time. A simple solution is to run inference on a sequence of submodels of increasing size
(Alg. 4). A potential concern is that too much time
will be wasted on the small submodels before moving
on to larger ones. If we knew the available runtime at
the outset, the optimal solution would be to select the
largest possible submodel right away and spend all the
time on inference in that submodel. However, because
Alg. 4 grows submodels between iterations exponentially quickly, even without the benefit of knowing the
available runtime in advance the loss in efficiency compared to the optimal action is small:

5.3

(12)

max rα−i Aα−i ≤ max kfα k · min 00 Aα−i.

(α−i)∈E 0

(11)

fα ∈F

(17)

(α−i)∈E

One can show that the resulting anytime inference algorithm, which we call AQSBP, performs the same
sequence of message updates as QSBP:

b (k) (Xq ) to be the fixed point of BP on
Denote also P
the submodel G(k) . The error ε can be split into two
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tance of Xi on the query belief during submodel selection, which has been shown to work well in practice,
but requires access to the mutual information estimation for the underlying distribution. Our approach, in
contrast, does not need any extra information besides
the original graphical model G.

RBP

150

Assessing the impact of a given edge α−i on the distribution P (Xq ) defined by the graphical model G
has been extensively studied in the field of sensitivity analysis in PGMs. For example, the effect of an
edge removal on the query marginal can be computed
with high accuracy (Kjaerulff, 1993, Choi et al., 2005,
Choi and Darwiche, 2008, van Engelen, 1997) or exactly (Choi and Darwiche, 2008). However, those high
accuracy approaches rely on inference in either reduced
or full model, and are poorly suited for query-specific
inference because of high computational cost. In contrast, our edge importance notion can be efficiently
computed and interleaved with inference.

RBP
QSBP
500 1000 1500
Time, sec

Figure 3: UW-CSE KL from fixed points (left column)
and corresponding BP residuals (right column). Note the
residuals are plotted on log scale.

Proposition 8. Assuming the same message initialization, and using the messages at the end of QSBP
run for G(k) to initialize the respective messages of
G(k+1) , the sequence of message updates performed by
Alg. 4 is the same as for QSBP.

Finally, BP message analysis similar to ours can be
used to bound the accuracy of LBP beliefs (Ihler, 2007,
Mooij and Kappen, 2008), but that work does not address the question of speeding up inference. Incorporating these accuracy bounds into edge approximation
values is an important direction of future work.

The proof follows immediately from (16) and (17). It
follows that interleaving edge weighting and inference
has no effect on the end result even in the presence of
multiple BP fixed points.

6
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uals (right) averaged over 10 folds and 30 single-variable
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Figure 4: FACES KL from fixed points (left) and BP resid-
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RELATED WORK

7

Query-specific inference in the existing literature is
typically done by first selecting a query-specific submodel G0 (Xq ) of the full factor graph G and then running a standard approximate inference algorithm, such
as belief propagation. Query-specific submodel selection is usually done by breadth-first search, including
all the variables and potentials within a certain radius from the query (Wellman et al., 1992, Pentney
et al., 2006). Thus, neither submodel selection nor the
inference stage of the existing approaches take into account the important information about relative importance of different edges to the query. In contrast, our
approach incorporates such knowledge both at model
selection stage and during inference. Pentney et al.
(2007) used empirical mutual information between the
query and every variable Xi as a measure of impor-

EXPERIMENTS

We have compared our algorithms, QSBP and AQSBP,
with RBP on two relational graphical models: the
UW-CSE Markov logic networks (Richardson and
Domingos, 2006) and on a face recognition model
(FACES) that “smoothes” the output of a single-image
face classifier by introducing a factor favoring agreement between every two faces that have similar torsos.
Torsos are defined as blobs of a fixed size directly under the face and are compared using standard color histogram distances. Our model improves recognition accuracy from 70% (standalone face recognition) to 87%
on our dataset. We selected single-variable queries (30
for every dataset) such that the query beliefs take substantial time to converge. For every single-variable
query, a separate BP run was performed and results
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were averaged. UW-CSE models vary in size from 103
variables and 5 · 104 factors (UW-LANGUAGES) to
7 · 103 variables and 5 · 105 factors (UW-GRAPHICS).
FACES models have 2·103 variables and 9·105 factors.
As the error measure we used the KL divergence from
b (Xq ) to the curthe BP fixed point on the full model P
rent belief P̃ (Xq ) . To judge convergence, we trace the
values of maximum residual (importance-weighted for
QSBP) as BP progresses. Small residuals indicate that
the algorithm is close to convergence and vice versa.
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